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About This Game

In a tortured world inhabited by bloodthirsty monsters, one man rises up to prevent the annihilation of the human race!
Alien zombies have landed, and from their tripods they are overseeing the destruction of humanity!

Armed with your sniper rifle, a single EMP device for use as a last resort, and new time-control technology wrested from the
invaders, your mission is to purify the zones that the resistance movement has identified as strategic!

But the aliens will soon realize what's happening and will try to destroy the purification device at all costs… You will have to
stand against the hordes of mutants that they will throw into the fray in their attempt to destroy the device... and you with it. You

will therefore be called on to risk your life to protect the purifier - the fate of humanity depends on it!

You must make careful use of your temporal module to briefly slow down time, and of your single emergency EMP device to
destroy enemies in the zone, if you are to have any hope of surviving this apocalypse.

The operation to reconquer the planet has begun and now the time has come to send the invaders back to whatever
hellhole they came from!

A fast-paced game where success depends on your sniping abilities and level-headedness
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8 different zones to protect if you are to save humanity

Mutant zombies from space, out for your blood!

Now go have some fun - after all, it's only the end of the world!

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Special thanks to :

UI Master : Van Der Straeten James
Artist : Amanda Goengrich
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I've played Stellaris extensively.
I've written mods for Stellaris extensively.

What could have been a good game is held back by frankly a bad engine and years of meandering game direction.
Strategy games like this make money not via a subscription, but by releasing periodic DLC that is hopefully enticing enough that
players will feel obligated to buy it. Stellaris does this mainly by reworking, updating, or upgrading core systems with almost
every DLC, in fact what was released back in 2016 was clearly only a Beta. The problems with this however include:

A. The game engine is crap. For many players this game is literally unplayable for about 80% of the year, because this game is
patched twice a year, but then isnt fully optimized for months.

B. Only about half the dev team is really competent at one time. Stellaris tries to be a real-time game, but is written in a
combination of compiled language (C++) and an in-house interpreted language dubbed PDXscript. This happens to be why this
game is moddable, but really why this kind of thing is usually done is so that game studios dont have to pay more than a few real
programmers, and can instead force artists or lackeys to use the low-level interpreted language to write events and things.
PDXscript sucks. The kiddies that they have writing events and such suck. Since a great deal of the content of each patch is not
written by actual programmers, but is instead written by kiddies on PDXscript, every big DLC is a buggy mess for months after
release.

C. The AI sucks. Half of the behaviors of the AI are controlled by a weighting system. Thats fine and normal in these kinds of
games. Unfortunately those weights are in PDX script, which the kiddies have their hands on. This is one of those situations
where the AI of the strategy game gets worse and worse with each patch, since the people expanding much of the scope of the
game and reworking old systems are not teaching or can not teach the AI to deal with the changes.

This is not a situation thats going to get better, this is simply part of their business model. Part of the problem is frankly almost
inherent to the design of the engine. Intepreted languages are accessible to crappy in-studio scripters and to modders, but they
usually do not run very efficiently. This is a real-time game built more and more upon that interpreted language. Bad idea.

Down the line if a Stellaris 2 ever comes out maybe try that.. This was a very nice add on!. Very good game. Well worth the
asking price.. Not really what the game promises : Your job is not to 'find glitches', it more about 'to find glitches that are
planned to be found'. But somehow not in a bad way. There are still "unplanned" glitches that don't matter with which you can
play a bit though, but the game is indeed about 'the common glitches you would have to deal with as a dev' as if you would make
a list, and let the player experiment this list.
To sum up : the game isnt what you expect by reading the description but it's still quite interesting or more like a reminder if
you're also addicted to find glitches in the games you usually play. Like a lot of point & click games Zerzura suffers from
frustratingly unintuitive gameplay that has you clicking everything onto everything in the hope of progression. As such it ends
up being a stop often to consult the walkthrough simulator.

That would be O.K. if the story was good. But, there's not a lot to recommend that either. You have two orphaned brothers. One
of whom, the main character, is an inventor. The other is trying to find their people's lost city. What's so important about this
lost city? You know, magic, the falback choice for lazy writers everywhere.

There's the usual cartoonish villain who wants to get to the city also. And, there's a corsair woman who exists to be the main
character's love interest, I guess, and to seek revenge for her father's death. I write "I guess" about the love interest thing because
the game lets us know by giving you the option to have the main character give her some flowers, and, later, they receive a
magical amulet, that neither of them asked for, that binds them together. So yeah, that's the game.. NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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ooooooooooooo Dont it need xbox controllers MEHEHEEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEHEH
ME NO LIKE DIS GAM. DAMMIT ALL!!!!! This game is fantastic! I've gotten all the way to the big section that opens up in
every rpg right before the final boss. The problem HERE, is that normally I wouldn't review until I got to that point. The
problem is that I received a death sentence game wise for this game a few minutes ago. RGSS3 player has stopped working!
GAHHHHHH!!!! I HATE THIS ERROR! If this occurs during an RPGmaker game that in essence means its impossible to
complete since that error occurs more frequently the more often you play said game.. Some very nice but limited content for a
single ultra niche nation that you're unlikely to play as more than once or twice.

When the modern "immerson pack" Third Rome has 5 times the content for 2 times the price and was panned for lack of
content I can't justify spending 5 bucks on this.
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Not as polished as some other Artifex Mundi titles; seems like they got impatient halfway through making it and let a few silly
errors slide (spelling mistakes and dialogue mismatches to the VO). **. A great little game about manipulating guards and
spotting gaps. Unlike a lot of stealth games it's not about learning routines as it about distracting the guards and pinching the art
work while their backs are turned.

It's a challenge game with very little plot, which don't tend to engage me, but I find myself coming back to it now and again and
always having a fun and exciting time.. A nice game but too much trial and error in the levels.. This game is ridiculously
addictive, and despite being absolutely terrible at it, I can't stop playing. The music is catchy as hell. Best 80p I have ever spent..
- AI of enemy is not even close to what you would call "fair". Just absurdly cheating difficult. To the point that it's unplayable.
The milisecond you are in AI's firing range - they shoot at you. And I personally encountered 2 enemy types that 1-hit kill you -
it wasn't fun.
- A lot of things that should make sense but don't:

As F-1 "Fighter" unit you can teleport by pressing space... WHERE TO? No clue. It just teleports me randomly. And to
beging with - WHY would you want to teleport? There is no advantage to it whatsoever.

"You can morph into enemy..." no, you can't. Why? No clue. My blue "morphing sphere" just gets deflected and blue
morphing laser at close range just doesn't show up. There goes my last chance to survive.
After dying for 60 minutes straight on each level - I just gave up.

I got lured by the 0,24\u20ac price tag (game was on sale), but the game is just worth 0\u20ac at this point. Simply
because it's unplayable. You have been warned.
I wonder if the dev even play tested his own damn game. Come on.. Unfortunately game has turned off servers. I wanna
to play it today after break, but it was error and I have to close it with manager task. I have many of luck that I have this
game from giveaway.. This game literally trash, you don't have to download this game. I'm just tried to played this game
and the result was completely dissapointed. And i'm so ♥♥♥♥ing waste my precious time. With the big size (1.9GB)
this game ain't nothing. ♥♥♥♥ this game.. What an amazing third pard for the Avadon series! great retro style gaming.
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